1. **ACA2K Presentations**

ACA2K network members attended a number of conferences, meetings and seminars to make presentations on ACA2K research.

ACA2K project members have also made submissions to national, regional and international policy, legal and regulatory processes.
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2. **Executive Policy Briefs**

As well as preparing a Country Report based on research results, each ACA2K country team prepared an Executive Policy Brief to highlight key findings and to put forward legal, regulatory and policy recommendations emerging from the findings.
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3. **ACA2K National Policy Seminars**

Each ACA2K country team hosted a National Policy Dialogue Seminar to engage key stakeholders on the project’s findings.
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4. **ACA2K @ WIPO Geneva**

ACA2K worked with the Geneva-based research organisation IQsensato to make ACA2K findings known at conferences such as the Committee on Development and Intellectual Property (CDIP) and the WIPO Standing Committee on Copyright and Related Rights (SCCR).
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